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Where are the human rights? - pandemics, vaccines, microchips, quantum
ID technology

The very first thing expected to happen is another pandemic, either a new wave of
coronavirus, either a new virus. The next wave is estimated to start between
September and end of this year. According to Bill Gates
[https://www.businessinsider.com/bill-gates-warns-the-next-pandemic-disease-iscoming-2018-4?op=1], „a coming disease could kill 30 million people within 6
months”. I would rather believe that they are preparing a totally new virus as this
coronahoax was a failure and everybody can see the lies, propaganda and
manipulation surrounding this virus. The question is, what would be the new disease?
According to the World Health Organization
[https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11992909/china-swine-flu-who-world-guard-pigvirus-human-pandemic//], a new swine flu virus discovered in a Chinese
slaughterhouse has „human pandemic potential”. I believe this (staged) pandemic is
likely to happen out of three reasons:
- In the New World Order people won't be allowed to cook and/or eat what they want
anymore
- In the New World Order Europe will become the `Islamic States of Europe` and as
everybody know, jews and the islamic conquerors that are supposed to take over
Europe do not eat pork so why not finding a reason to slaughter the entire pork
population on the entire planet? And this apply to all White countries over the globe.
- This would have a massive contribution to the highly desired food shortage and
famine that is prepared for humanity. For a global reset of the system, the oligarchs
will have to push extreme measures like this in other to create anarchy and chaos.
There are predictions saying that 3 major pandemics will be required to brainwash
humanity enough to accept mandatory vaccination and microchips. Blacklisted News
website [https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/76172/projecting-wave-2-andwave-3-of-the-coronavirus.html] is mentioning about 3 potential waves of
coronavirus, for example. We know the zionist globalist oligarchs need 3 world wars
to implement the global state so 3 pandemics are also likely to occur as part of the
agenda. In my opinion the coronahoax was also a test to verify the mass reaction to a
`pandemic`, with all the propaganda and lies included. What is expected is that the
next pandemic(s) will bring in more aggressive measures and more aggressive
viruses. There is the prediction that there will be a pandemic every six months, so the
next pandemic is expected to start in September 2020. There will be new job loses,
new quarantines, new lockdown, exactly like before but probably more aggressive
propaganda. Then relaxation measures will be implemented again, and then the third
and most aggressive wave/pandemic would start in March 2021. The new viruses are
expected to become more violent and to kill more people in shorter periods of time
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and the mainstream propaganda will be spread in a way that most people will believe
in the threat of the new virus and they will demand themselves more restrictive laws
in order to stop the spread of the virus(es). If we combine the possibility of 3
pandemics, at 6 months difference of each other, with Business Insider’s statement
[https://www.businessinsider.nl/us-coronavirus-warning-pandemic-will-last-18months-multiple-waves-2020-3?international=true&r=US] of „18 months of multiple
waves”, we have a clear picture of the pandemic situation that is likely to occur in the
following year.
Now we all know about the interview where Bill Gates openly stated that in order to
be allowed to travel, one will be required to prove by a certificate that they have been
vaccinated against coronavirus. Scientists are developing a quantum Tattoo ID
[https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/23/bill-gates-develops-new-id-tattoo-to-checkfor-vaccinations/] on one's skin that will be scanned to verify if one has been
vaccinated:
„As tattoos continue to become more mainstreamed among certain demographics
within society, it should come as little surprise that Big Pharma is keen to roll out
this latest “wearable tech” solution.
To make sure that you’ve had all of your required doses of government mandated
vaccines, scientists at MIT have created a new ink which can be embedded in the skin
which can be read using a special infra-red smart phone camera app. (...)
“The invisible “tattoo” accompanying the vaccine is a pattern made up of minuscule
quantum dots — tiny semiconducting crystals that reflect light — that glows under
infrared light. The pattern — and vaccine — gets delivered into the skin using hi-tech
dissolvable microneedles made of a mixture of polymers and sugar.”
Most likely the technology able to scan these ID tattoos is to be placed everywhere
you go: in train stations, buses, supermarkets, restaurants, different public and private
services etc. If one does not confirm through scanning of the tattoo that they have
been vaccinated, they won't be allowed to use any of these facilities. These quantum
dots will be capable of storing the vaccination history. This is exactly what Bill Gates
[https://vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/bill-gates-calls-for-a-digital-certificate-toidentify-who-is-vaccinated/] has been saying, this is how people will be scanned in
public or private places in order to be allowed to carry on with their activities. There
are already in some places like the entry of some supermarkets thermal scanners held
by security that is scanning everybody entering the shop in order to verify whether
their body temperature is higher than normal or not. In my opinion these `measures`
are same meant to test the reaction of the masses to scanning as iy will become a
normality in the NWO. Government or whoever agency might say that `is not
mandatory` to vaccinate or get the ID tattoo or microchip but in the same time one
won't be allowed to exist in the society anymore without them. Who is behind the
agenda of digital identity? None other than the ID2020 Alliance
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[https://www.americanpartisan.org/2020/05/bill-gates-is-setting-the-stage-for-themark-of-the-beast/] founded in 2016 for this purpose by:
„The Rockefeller Foundation provided the seed money for the ambitious ID project
and continues to be an ongoing supporter of ID2020’s work.(3) The project’s other
founding members include Gavi The Vaccine Alliance, Microsoft, Accenture and
IDEO.org.(4) The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation gave $750 million to set up
the aforementioned Gavi in 1999 and “the (Gates) Foundation is a key Gavi partner
in vaccine market shaping.”(5) Thus between Microsoft and The Gates Foundation
ID2020 has been operating under the guiding hand of Bill Gates from the onset. ”
GAVI Alliance which is funded by Bill Gates is currently advocating for digital ID
technology to track children’s identity and medical record in the context of
coronavirus. [https://www.gavi.org/call-for-new-id-technology-to-help-immuniseevery-child]
This here is one of the most obvious proofs that jewish oligarchs like Rockefeller and
their close jewish friend Bill Gates [https://brutalproof.net/2019/09/bill-gates-fakechristian-real-jew/] who are ruling the planet are the ones behind coronahoax and
New World Order. Furthermore, the quantum ID tattoo is just a precursory
technology that will be followed by the forehead of right-hand microchip as written
in the bible as you will see later. According to Rense,
[https://rense.com/general17/imp.htm], microchips have been tested since decades
both on humans and animals, in order for the scientists to understand how can a
minuscule electronic device be used in one’s body to control his entire personality,
his behavior, his thoughts and his reactions:
"Man does NOT HAVE THE RIGHT to develop his own mind. This kind of liberal
orientation has great appeal. We must ELECTRICALLY CONTROL THE BRAIN.
Some day armies and generals will be controlled by electric stimulation of the brain.
(…)
In 1948 Norbert Weiner published a book, CYBERNETICS, defined as a neurological
communication and control theory already in use in small circles at that time. Yoneji
Masuda, "Father of Information Society," stated his concern in 1980 that our liberty
is threatened Orwellian-style by cybernetic technology totally unknown to most
people. This technology links the brains of people via implanted microchips to
satellites controlled by ground-based super-computers.
The first brain implants were surgically inserted in 1874 in the state of Ohio, U.S.A.,
and also in Stockholm, Sweden. Brain electrodes were inserted into the skulls of
babies in 1946 without the knowledge of their parents. In the 50's and 60's, electrical
implants were inserted into the brains of animals and humans, especially in the U.S.,
during research into behavior modification, and brain and body functioning. Mind
control (MC) methods were used in attempt to change human behavior and attitudes.
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Influencing brain functions became an important goal of military and intelligence
services.
(…)
Implanted human beings can be followed anywhere. Their brain functions can then
be remotely monitored by supercomputers and even altered through the changing of
frequencies. Guinea-pigs in secret experiments have in-cluded prisoners, soldiers,
mental patients, handicapped children, deaf and blind people, homosexuals, single
women, the elderly, school children and any group of people considered "marginal"
by the elite experimenters. The published experiences of prisoners in Utah State
Prison, for example, are shocking to the conscience.
(…)
Today's microchips operate by means of low-frequency radio waves that target them.
With the help of satellites, the implanted person can be tracked anywhere on the
globe. Such a technique was among a number tested in the Iraq war, according to Dr.
Carl Sanders, who invented the intell-igence-manned interface (IMI) biotic, which is
injected into people. (Earlier during the Vietnam War, soldiers were injected with the
Rambo chip, designed to increase adrenaline flow into the bloodstream.) The U.S.
National Security Agency's (NSA) 20 billion bits/second supercomputers could now
"see and hear" what soldiers experience in the battlefield with a remote monitoring
system (RMS). "
Until then, Michigan has passed a law that makes employees microchipping
voluntary [https://www.jpost.com/international/michigan-house-passes-bill-to-makeemployee-microchips-voluntary-632940]: „Michigan State Rep. Bronna Kahle
sponsored the successful bill, and while the microchips are not widely used
throughout the state she believes they will become standard in the coming years.”
This speaks for itself. If you pay attention to how governments are handling measures
that they want to impose on their citizens, you will notice that everything is passed as
`voluntary` before it becomes mandatory. It was always voluntary for someone to
open a bank account and have a card, nowadays you can’t work anywhere without
having a bank account. Since coronahoax began, it was always voluntary to wear
masks, now there are many countries in the world where if you don’t wear one, you
can’t buy food, you can’t work, and in extreme cases you can’t even leave your
house. It will be exactly the same with microchips, now they are voluntary and in the
close future they will become mandatory. Other thing, we keep hearing that „nothing
will be the same” after coronahoax ends. This is exactly the same mantra spread by
mass-media when 9/11 occurred. Most people know the mechanism of problemreaction-solution. This happens now and this happened then as 9/11 has been
engineered by the jewish americano-israeli deep-state
[https://www.dropbox.com/s/t7wctpzprfh652r/911-Exposed.pdf?dl=1]. They knew
what was about to happen and the goal of the event before it happened because they
were the ones who planned it. After the event humanity has been brainwashed that
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„terrorism” is our global enemy and that nothing will be the same after and so
happened. The governmental surveillance increased exponentially with cameras
being placed all over the streets, people’s mobile conversations being recorded and
listened permanently by NSA and other related organizations, laws being passed to
set the legal foundation for increased surveillance and ID and biometric technology
being constantly developed and perfected, all for the purpose of „protection” and
„security” [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY-M2_mm7gM, link for a
documentary about how mass surveillance works].
We hear exactly the same propaganda now, coronavirus is our new major „enemy”
and after it nothing will be the same anymore, with China being blamed for the
pandemic as Al-Qaeda has been blamed for 9/11, but in reality the real authors of the
pandemic are those rich oligarchs who own Big Pharma, mass-media, the banks, the
economy, who put their puppets at the leadership of the global organizations like UN,
WHO, EU, all these institutions are ruled by private extremely rich oligarchs whom
goal is to establish a global dictatorial government that will have 100% control over
every single aspect of our lives: where we go, what we eat, what we do on the
phones/computers, what we buy, what we speak with others, where we are in real
time, everything is being recorded and tracked nowadays by cameras, software
recording and collecting your „digital activity” on the internet or with your card and
bank account, technologies intercepting and listening to our phone calls, GPS
incorporated in your smartphone revealing your exact location in real time etc.
Regarding surveillance, 5G has been designed for the purpose of making all these
processes way faster and more efficient. Meanwhile, the human rights are strangled
more and more, digital and biometric IDs are slowly taking shape and are aimed to
track who is being vaccinated against the new flu virus, people are imposed to
potentially damage their own health by wearing masks that reduces the oxygen
amount entering the body without their consent, all for the same reason of
„protection” and „security”. We can see that there is a obvious correlation between
those two events, which shows that coronavirus has been purposefully spread all over
the world and mass-media activated the brainwashing machine to create a 9/11-like
event that will finish what has been started 19 years ago.
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8 predictions from the World Economic Forum
8 Predictions to be implemented by 2030 according to the World Economic Forum
[https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/8-predictions-for-the-world-in-2030/]:
”1. All products will have become services. “I don't own anything. I don't own a car.
I don't own a house. I don't own any appliances or any clothes,” writes Danish MP
Ida Auken. Shopping is a distant memory in the city of 2030, whose inhabitants have
cracked clean energy and borrow what they need on demand. It sounds utopian, until
she mentions that her every move is tracked and outside the city live swathes of
discontents, the ultimate depiction of a society split in two.
2. There is a global price on carbon. China took the lead in 2017 with a market for
trading the right to emit a tonne of CO2, setting the world on a path towards a single
carbon price and a powerful incentive to ditch fossil fuels, predicts Jane Burston,
Head of Climate and Environment at the UK’s National Physical Laboratory. Europe,
meanwhile, found itself at the centre of the trade in cheap, efficient solar panels, as
prices for renewables fell sharply.
3. US dominance is over. We have a handful of global powers. Nation states will have
staged a comeback, writes Robert Muggah, Research Director at the Igarapé
Institute. Instead of a single force, a handful of countries – the U.S., Russia, China,
Germany, India and Japan chief among them – show semi-imperial tendencies.
However, at the same time, the role of the state is threatened by trends including the
rise of cities and the spread of online identities,
4. Farewell hospital, hello home-spital. Technology will have further disrupted
disease, writes Melanie Walker, a medical doctor and World Bank advisor. The
hospital as we know it will be on its way out, with fewer accidents thanks to selfdriving cars and great strides in preventive and personalised medicine. Scalpels and
organ donors are out, tiny robotic tubes and bio-printed organs are in.
5. We are eating much less meat. Rather like our grandparents, we will treat meat as
a treat rather than a staple, writes Tim Benton, Professor of Population Ecology at
the University of Leeds, UK. It won’t be big agriculture or little artisan producers
that win, but rather a combination of the two, with convenience food redesigned to be
healthier and less harmful to the environment.
6. Today’s Syrian refugees, 2030’s CEOs. Highly educated Syrian refugees will have
come of age by 2030, making the case for the economic integration of those who
have been forced to flee conflict. The world needs to be better prepared for
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populations on the move, writes Lorna Solis, Founder and CEO of the NGO Blue
Rose Compass, as climate change will have displaced 1 billion people.
7. The values that built the West will have been tested to breaking point. We forget the
checks and balances that bolster our democracies at our peril, writes Kenneth Roth,
Executive Director of Human Rights Watch.
8. “By the 2030s, we'll be ready to move humans toward the Red Planet.” What’s
more, once we get there, we’ll probably discover evidence of alien life, writes Ellen
Stofan, Chief Scientist at NASA. Big science will help us to answer big questions
about life on earth, as well as opening up practical applications for space
technology.”
The first point is related to mainly two things:
1. The „Internet of all things” as most human activities will move online and will be
tracked, recorded and stored by the central network of super-computers administrated
by the communist global state. There will be one online bank as all banks as we know
them will collapse as a result of the global economic crisis that will be coming. We
know that banks will collapse because major banks started already to fire personnel
and are losing a lot of money. The stock market will crash as well and in the New
World Order the government will take control of all public, social and private
domains so nobody will own any actions anymore.
2. Private property will be outlawed. In Romania a new law has passed for a second
national lockdown. Among all the new „measures”, there is this point, I translate:
„The quarantine of goods - measure to prevent the spread of infectious-contagious
diseases, by which is pursued the seizure of luggages, containers, transport
vehicles and other potentially infected goods.”
What this means is the following: if you come from another country and have
coronavirus (this in the first phase), they are likely to confiscate your luggage
because it is suspected/assumed that you might have contaminated it with your virus.
They can confiscate your car because you have coronavirus and you further passed it
to your car. „Other potentially infected goods” is a very indefinite statement which
allows the government to confiscate whatever they want from any target. What needs
to be understood is that this is not a kind of crazy law adopted by a crazy
government, this is the beginning of end for private property and more aggressive
measures will follow everywhere, not only in one country.
Then there is another point in the law which says:
„Suspected of being infected or contaminated – that person or object considered to
be exposed or possibly exposed to an epidemiological or biological risk and who can
represent a source of spreading the disease.”
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Again another vague statement. What they do is they deem every single person as
suspect of having the virus (or maybe another virus of the next pandemics) so
everybody is exposed to the risk of being ripped off their personal property in order
to prevent the spread of the virus through objects and then quarantined away from
their families in a certain „quarantine center” or hospital. This will slowly end in the
prohibition of any private property while everything will become „services” provided
to citizens by the government and dissidents will be easily arrested and quarantined
under the „suspicion” of having the virus. The surveillance that followed 9/11
deemed every single person as suspect of being a terrorist, so everybody can be
surveilled and tracked permanently. Now every single one is deemed as suspect of
having coronavirus, so there will be increased surveillance laws and technologies
being implemented to track and record everybody for „the general safety”. In
Australia, police have been given the right to enter houses without warrant
[https://www.rt.com/op-ed/497095-melbourne-australia-covid-lockdown/]:
„Melbourne cops may now enter homes without warrant, after 11 people die of Covid
– Australia, this is madness, not democracy”
It is not a secret that coronavirus deaths are false since government documents from
UK [https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-notes-for-completing-amedical-certificate-of-cause-of-death] and US
[https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/coronavirus/Alert-2-New-ICD-code-introducedfor-COVID-19-deaths.pdf] (for example) have instructed or better said imposed to
all medics and doctors to use coronavirus as a death reason when the patient had
respiratory symptoms before dying, without any confirmation that the patient has
been suffering from the virus or not. The only way that can certify that one person
have died from coronavirus is by autopsy and World Health Organization has
instructed not to perform any autopsies. Also, studies have shown that the vast
majority of coronavirus victims had at least one other chronic or deadly diseases, so
the statement that these people died only from coronavirus is at least inaccurate.
Coming back to the above news, after everybody is deemed by law as a suspect of
carrying the virus, police can (in Melbourne, Australia for now) to enter people’s
houses without any warrant or permission, giving them the right to arrest anybody not
obeying the new dictatorship. Furthermore, in Kentucky, US, family has been forced
by court order to wear ankle GPS tracking monitors for refusing quarantine
[https://www.ibtimes.com/covid-19-kentucky-update-judges-order-ankle-monitorcoronavirus-patients-refusing-2950981]: „Judges in Kentucky have started ordering
positive COVID-19 patients who don't want to stay home during the quarantine to
wear an ankle monitor.
In Louisville, Ky., two coronavirus patients, as well as one of their relatives, were
ordered to put on the tracking devices after health officials discovered they were out
shopping.”
It all starts on small scale as always, until will become a standard practice. If one
have been unfortunate enough to catch coronavirus, the worst is not the flu itself that
gives soft or no symptoms on vast majority of cases, the worst is they are forced into
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house arrest until the body heals from the virus, basically depending on outside help
to get food for them and their children as happening in the above case with parents
with a small baby being forced to wear GPS monitors for disobeying the authoritarian
regime.
The 5th point is related to what I said above that people won't be allowed to eat what
they want anymore. Another major event that will be contributing to this crazy idea is
the climate change propaganda which will allow the oligarchs to limit human rights
more and more. They will enforce the notion that people will need to eat more
„sustainable”, to consume resources more „sustainable” and to live more
„sustainable”. Petrol cars will definitely be replaced with electric cars incorporated
with GPS and all kind of technology working on 5G that allows those in power not
only to know where every single person is, but also they will actually have remote
control over the car and this allows them to eliminate any dissident using one. There
is a foundation called XPRIZE [http://2045.com/news/35210.html] that offers $10
million to whoever manages to create a robot than can be remotely controlled from at
least 100 km / 60 miles away, so when they will develop this technology, it will be
just a matter of time until they will incorporate it in a electric car. What else might
happen is that kitchen appliances will be outlawed due to the second point from
above (end of private property) and for the limit of electricity use for more
„sustainability”, therefore food in a way or another will become a service by itself
with people eating only what Jew World Order allows them to eat, most likely at
social canteens and canteens placed in the workplace in factories, supermarkets,
warehouses, offices etc.
There is another law adopted in Romania in June 2020 that allows to councils and
government to close down farms due to „disturbing” strong smell which can
potentially infect citizens in the proximity. One point from the law:
„Olfactory discomfort – the effect generated by an activity than can impact the health
of the population and environment, which is subjectively perceived based on different
stages of smell or is objectively quantified based on national, european and
international standards.”
It further says that the activities undertaken by persons not conforming to this law can
be temporarily or permanently closed. This most likely is not targeting farmers
specifically, but any single person who can „disturb” others with the smell generated
by their food being cooked. This is happening in Romania because the globalist
oligarchs have the main grip over the country due to their puppets in the political
positions, justice, the main intelligence service, health etc. As I said such measured
will be proposed and voted everywhere in the close future if politicians and citizens
do not oppose it. One can simply be reported for spreading disturbing smell and
police can arrest them straight away as they have legal justification to do it. This will
lead to people not being allowed to cook anymore, so they will be forced to eat at
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state canteens in order to „protect the environment” or „promote sustainability”. One
day this will become the new motto/mantra promoted In the societies by media and
governments, exactly in the same way like they promote now „stop the spread of
coronavirus” and other related political correct scientifically unfounded rubbish.
The 6th point is nothing more than Kalergi plan carried on until White race is totally
eliminated, this was to be expected. Of course „climate change” is just a „political
correct” excuse to cover the White genocide. In the global state the rulers will have
power to move masses of people everywhere on the planet as they see fit, nobody
will stop them anymore. The Global Compact for Migration
[https://refugeesmigrants.un.org/sites/default/files/180713_agreed_outcome_global_c
ompact_for_migration.pdf] is a UN agreement designed to legalize immigration
among all member-states of United Nations, virtually on the entire planet.
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„Illuminati confirmed” - Alleged formed Illuminati member exposes the
New World Order
The following is a letter [https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hy0pfXmy6Tw]written by a supposed/self-claimed former Illuminati
member and posted on the Internet, apparently on Imgur to be more specific. It
contains 8 programs or plans that would be implemented in the global state. It
was first written in Spanish and then translated to Romanian, so I will try to
translate to English word by word what the translator said and then the points of
the agenda.
The translator:
The shoking confessions of a former Illuminati member, a document translated
from Spanish that is unique on the Romanian Internet. Recently on the Imgur
platform, an anonymous user named „Steve Steve 76” posted several letters
where he stated that he was Illuminati member for neither more nor less than
47 years. (...) The material contains a lot of shocking information, this to
realize what the New World Order and the world government want from us, to
realize what this Illuminati who rules the planet wants to achieve. I do not
guarantee that the following information is true but I cannot say that is false
neither. Is likely that whoever was Illuminati member and decided to speak out
about these things has little time left to live so maybe this is why „Steve Steve
76” decided to maintain his anonymity. He states that Illuminati has very dark
plans for humanity. In one of his letters he said, I read word by word: „I was
Illuminati member for 47 years, I was recruited when I was 19 and the
information that I reveal herein is very dangerous. I am one of the 7 persons of
the Illuminati`s history that ever performed the „exit ritual”. I had to leave
when they revealed something to me in a reunion from June 2010. I`ve been for
so many years knowingly about their beliefs, reasons and actions but recently
was very difficult for me and I had to finish the „saint contract”. The reason
here is to reveal everything about Illuminati, how someone becomes member,
what they discuss in the reunions, their future plans.”
(reading of the letter ends here)
This member speaks about the underground bunkers which at this moment
(2018) are in number of 57 in the United States. There are 439 bunkers all over
the world. All these bunkers and underground bases are funded and controlled
by Illuminati. The biggest bunker is located in Sao Paolo, able to store 5000
people for a period of 10 years. He said that he has been himself to these
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bunkers and stated that they are far bigger than anyone can imagine. This
bunker from Sao Paolo is prepared for the „end of times” and 5000 of the most
richest persons can live here in case of wars, natural disasters and any kind of
global catastrophes. The Illuminati plans for a New World Order in 8 points:
The 8 points that are likely to be implemented in the New World Order
1. The establishment of a world government, and their first move will be to
reduce world population, they will pass laws to limit the number of children a
family can have. Every family will have the right to maximum 2 children. The
government will have full control of the birth rate. In this way the world
population will be maintained under 1 billion.
2. Dissolution of the middle class. There will be only 2 classes, the masters and
the slaves, The slave will have extremely difficult living conditions and will
exist under total control of a global police force and supranational clerks who
will respect the laws of the world government. All the countries will dissapear
and control will be organized territorially, in different regions that will be
controlled from the center. Fire arms will be outlawed so the population won`t
be able to defend itself or revolt against the new world government. Citizens
will have two options: they will either obey, either they will be ostracized from
society and starve to death.
3. One unique religion, there will be one universal church. All religions and
beliefs will be outlawed and there will be forced indoctrination.
4. All slaves will have personal ID numbers that will be stocked in the central
archives of European Union, at Brussels.
5. Marriage will be outlawed. LGBT movements will be promoted.
6. Children will be taken away from their parents and brainwashed with the
teachings of the new world government.
7. Drugs and sexual perversions will be mandatory. This oligarchic government
will implement the broadcast in cinemas of all kind of sexual perversions. Drug
use will be legal in order for the population to be subjected to this type of
slavery. Some drugs will be administrated via drinking water or food products,
without citizens realizing this.
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8. Slaves will have the right to work only in working camps. The elderly and
sick citizens in terminal phases will be subject to euthanasia.
The following are the comments of the translator about this points, again trying
to translate word by word:
Regarding the first point, we see population reduction already happening in
China, which is basically the laboratory of the New World Order, the
„antechamber” of the world government. We see all kind of experiments on the
population being carried in China. There we have organ trade, concentration
labor camps. There we have birth control, in China you have the right to only 2
children, and this under highly severe sanctions, exactly like this alleged
member said.
Regarding the disappearance of the middle class, we see this already happening
all over the world, wee see the gap between the rich and the poor is getting
deeper and deeper. There is an oligarchy on the top and the rest are slaves. We
see how the decisions adopted by these oligarchs are impoverishing the
population more and more. Laws have been passed at labor and social level,
the population is poorer and poorer and more and more obedient. He said that
firearms will be outlawed. We see in US there is a strong propaganda going on
for the prohibition of firearms. We know in US everybody has the right to a fire
gun for self-defense and we see how the oligarchy wants to take away these
weapons from the hands of the population so it can be easier to murder.
Illuminati knows that at a certain point the citizens can rebel and for this,
citizens will be forbidden to have fire guns so they can defend themselves
anymore, basically this oligarchy will have decision-making power and the
population will be massacred without opposing any resistance.
He speaks about one unique religion, about the universal church. We see in
Romania there is already an universal church in Bucharest, with all kind of
things (...) In the end the universal church will be ruled by the human antichrist
by all kind of wrong beliefs, new age etc.
All slaves will have a unique number stocked in Brussels. We see already our
information is stocked in these quantum super-computers. Basically they will
know everything about us and we will be controlled in this way, by biometry,
biometric passports, health cards, surveillance cameras, so all information is
recorded there, everybody's identity will be stocked at this super-computer in
Brussels.
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Marriage will be forbidden, LGBT will be promoted. We see the goal of these
LGBT movements is ruining the family. This has been stated by the leaders of
these movements themselves because they don't care about homosexuals
marrying each other, they only want to destroy the traditional family and
nothing more. Basically they want to outlaw the family.
Children will be separated from parents to be brainwashed with the new
teachings of the world government. We see already that oligarchs want to
brainwash children in the preschool even since they are 3 years old. The age
required now for preschool is 3 years old so children can be indoctrinated from
small age so they can have no escape.
Mandatory drugs and sexual perversions. It is not mandatory yet but in the
future the world government will do this in order to control the population. We
see in present things like biometric cards, drugs and other things are optional
but this will become mandatory. We see about sexual perversions and
pornography in the cinemas, they will legalize all kind of perversions like
zoophilia and pedophilia and other „miracles” of the New World Order.
Last point, slaves will work only in working camps, old and sick people will be
euthanized. We see this happening already, any old man that is fed up with life
can kill himself, there are doctors that perform deadly injections so this
euthanasia is legal, is a kind of assisted death. Regarding the labor camps,
these exist already for the „happy slaves”, such as the corporations for
example and every person that accepts to work in a corporation have to use
biometric sim so is a concentration camp there. Humans are already used to
these ways of working, subject to control, monitoring with video cameras,
universal worker is used to all kind of humility.
The translation ends here. I will add some comments myself.
There is already propaganda done by the brainwashing machine called massmedia and the political puppets advocating for a global government to „deal”
with coronavirus, such as Gordon Brown, former British Prime Minister
[https://www.3ccorp.net/2020/03/27/former-british-pm-wants-temporary-worldgovernment/] or Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, general director of WHO
[https://news.theceomagazine.com/news/dr-tedros-coronavirus/]. Basically they
have to prepare humanity to accept the idea that a world government is
necessary to fix the world’s problems, which are obviously created by the
figures controlling those politicians.
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Now government taking away your children is basically complying to the first
prediction of the World Economic Forum. One won’t even own their children
anymore. This is happening already in Norway with a government agency
called `Barnevernet` or „Norwegian Child Welfare Services” that basically strip
alleged „irresponsible” parents from their children and I say alleged because
there were numerous cases
[https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2019/july/norwegian-nightmarebarnevernet-preys-on-children-and-parents-nbsp] where Barnevernet misestimated the gravity of the situation in some families and wrongly ripped
parents of their kids as happened to a Canadian family that chose to homeschool their child due to death threats received in the school. What is happening
with these children? I don't know about Norway, but in Germany there was the
infamous Kentler Experiment
[https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11098103/berlin-foster-experiments-kidsdeliberately-paedos-sex-abuse-good/] that has taken place between 1969 and
2003 and was designed to `scientifically prove` that pedophilia relations would
provide mental help to homeless children:
The twisted logic behind the "Kentler experiment"— named after the leading
sexologist Helmut Kentler who spearheaded it — was that paedophilia could
have "positive consequences"
Astonishingly, in the late 1960s Kentler managed to persuade West Berlin's
ruling Senate that homeless boys would leap at the opportunity to be fostered
by paedophile dads.
It was successfully argued they would be "head over heels in love" with their
new father figures.
About this time Kentler was publicly lobbying for decriminalization sex
between adults and children in West Germany.
The academic argued youngsters "almost always more seriously damaged" by
their abusers being prosecuted than by the abuse itself.
After the catholic church pedophilia global cases and the Jeffrey Epstein
infantile sex network being exposed, we all know in this moment how many
jews, politicians and other personalities are pedophiles, so it is clear now that in
the New World Order some children will be taken away from their parents and
sexually exploited by pedophiles, this is happening already as shown by the
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Kentler Experiment but then it will happen legally because pedophilia will be
legalized. They might scientifically argue that pedophiles can help children and
people will have no rights to oppose and won't be able to take any measures.
Pedophilia will be part of the LGBTQ, will considered a normal sexual
orientation by itself and will be promoted. I have heard from somebody who
went to Thailand that pedophilia is legal there and many politicians and rich
people are going there regularly for their sexual obsessions with children.
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The Supermemorandum - The global government secretly voted in 2014

The Supermemorandum is basically the 21st century equivalent of the Protocols of
the Learned Elders of Sion. The full document was on the internet only for a few days
when it was posted in August 2014 but it was quickly removed and somehow a part
of it was saved and is public in Romanian [https://saltmin.com/2016/03/23/supermemorandumul-noua-sper-religie-masonica-mondiala-si-biserica-in-perioada-20162020/] and Greek [https://www.scribd.com/doc/305838955/%CE%A6%CE%A1%CE
%99%CE%9A%CE%97-%CE%99%CF%83%CE%BF%CF%80%CE%B5%CE
%B4%CF%89%CF%83%CE%B7-%CE%A4%CF%89%CE%BD-%CE%A0%CE
%91%CE%9D%CE%A4%CE%A9%CE%9D]
This is all I found in English
[https://www.gloria.tv/post/H4CPaFmNXRzt2xAhze16qXUiH], the original public
document has around 12 pages and it regulates the legal foundation of the principles
of the new world government. According to the available document, The
Supermemorandum was drafted at Strasbourg, France, between 25 - 29 June 2014
with the name „MEMORANDUM: European Union, the
Greek Government and Greek Church, Istanbul Church out of Instanbul, Christines
Orthodox Churches, Catholic Churches, Russian Government and Cyprus
Government”. According to the available document, it was signed by:
- Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European Council at the time
- Andreas Loverdos, Minister of Education, representing the Greek Government
- Gavril Papanikolaou, bishop representing the Greek Church
- Teoclit, metropolitan bishop representing the Orthodox Constantinopol Church
- Harion, archbishop of Volokolamsk, Russia, representing the Slavic Patriarchy and
the Russian Government
- Efrem, hegumen representing the Athos Mount
- Neofyros de Morfou and Varnava de Trimythoyntos, representing the Church and
the Government of Cyprus
- Elijah de Tripoli, representing the Church of Antioch
- Basil de Tripoli, representing the Church of Alexandria
- Timothy de Vostrom, representing the Church of Jerusalem
The Supermemorandum comprises major changes to be implemented in
administration, religion, health and education. I will translate the most important
points. The new „laws” were supposed to be implemented between 2016 - 2020 but
they couldn't start the transition to the new globalist system within these years so it is
most likely intended to take place from 2020 on. The articles were organized on
specific dates for each new law but I ignored the dates since they have already passed
now. Not all of them are organized chronologically. Here we go:
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Regulations concerning Education
Article 2: All religious and national holidays at all educational institutions to be
abolished.
Article 4: Mandatory attending at synagogues and mosques to be implemented for all
categories of students in stages, starting from primary students and middle-school
and high-school students, subsequently.
Article 5: Sexual education to be implemented from the middle school stage. Free
condoms to be provided to all students of primary stage.
Article 8: All national holidays and parades to be abolished
Article 11: Teachers and Professors from all educational stages and categories to be
dismissed. Education on Internet to be implemented
Article 12a: Devices supporting sexual education to be implemented.
Article 12b: Electronic ID for students to be implemented
Article 12c: Metal detectors to be implemented in all educational institutions.
Student and Professor access to be done only by an access card.
Article 12d: Trips for students and professors to sexual emancipation centers to be
organized.
Article 12e: Sexual emancipation of students to be implemented.
Regulations concerning Religion
Article 5: Anti-racial sermons to be implemented for the entire clergy at all levels.
Article 7c: Holidays for the environment celebrated on 5th of June and Earth holiday
celebrated on 14th of April to be implemented.
Article 7d: Jewish holocaust holiday to be implemented, with a special sermon in all
churches. Holiday to be held 3 times per year: 27th of January, 21st of April and
during Tome`s Sunday.
Article 7e: All national holidays to be abolished.
Article 8d: United Nations to attain control of the United Christian Church
Article 8e: Jerusalem to become the spiritual capital city.
Article 8f: Patriarchies of Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch and the Slavic Patriarchy
to be dissolved.
Article 9b: The Greek Church commits to fund and maintain places of worship for
muslims.
Article 9c: The Greek Church commits to fund and maintain places of worship for
buddhists and any other religion.
Article 10a: Inter-religious sermons to be implemented.
Article 10c: Anti-racial concerts to be implemented outside the places of worship.
Article 10e: All christian churches to accept the federal and multi-national Unions.
Article 10f: United Nations to assume the role of the Global Government and the
role of moderator of international Unions.
Article 11a: Vatican to become the Leader of the Christian Church.
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Article 14b: All christian churches to accept the dissolution of all national states and
the creation of multi-national, multi-religious and multicultural states.
Regulations regarding Health
Article 1: Hospitals to distinguish between youngsters and elders. Elders to be
treated in special appropriate centers.
Article 2: The right to be treated in a hospital will be given only to the possessors of
insurance cards. Access of uninsured persons in hospitals to be prohibited.
Article 3b: Special detention sections to be implemented inside hospitals.
Article 3c: Experimental centers to be implemented inside hospitals.
Article 4: The public services will use electronic ID to identify citizens, with except of
first-aid provided in hospitals.
Article 7a: Health cards to become mandatory for all citizens.
Article 7b: First-aid and social protection centers to be abolished.
Regulations concerning Administration
Article 1: All EU and Russian Federation citizens to have electronic ID. All
regulations herein to be accepted by all christian churches.
Article 2a: All national states to be dissolved. Federal states to be established, some
with zonal role and own capital.
Article 2c: United Nations to assume the control of all religions.
Article 2d: Religious centers under the control of the World Churches Council to be
established.
Article 3: All emigrants arriving in European Union to be given unconditional
legal status.
Article 4a: Homosexual rights will come into effect. They will be freely allowed to
organize parades anytime on the entire European Community.
Article 4b: Homosexual marriage and child adoption by homosexuals to be legalized.
Article 4d: Television broadcast of sexual channels to be liberalized. Porn magazines
to circulate freely in all educational stages.
Article 4e: Brothels to be placed around educational institutions on all stages and
military barracks, on the entire European Community.
Article 4f: Paid sex teachings by professors and brothels employs to be implemented.
Article 5: Infantile pornography on internet to be legalized, for children aged 14 or
higher.
Article 6a: National states to be abolished, a global government to be implemented.
Article 6b: Homosexuality to be legalized inside all educational institutions.
Consequently, homosexuality teachings to be implemented in all educational
institutions.
Article 8a: Laws against racial discrimination to be proposed, which will be voted by
all European parliaments.
Article 8d: Religious funerals to be outlawed. Incineration to become mandatory.
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Article 9d: Iris recognition and fingerprinting technology to be implemented in
universities and public institutions for all citizens.
Article 10a: Conformable to the NATO models, multi-national armies to be
implemented and national armies to be dissolved.
Article 10b: Electronic signature to be mandatory for all citizens when treating with
the multi-national state of European Union.
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The Toronto Protocols - Another leaked document describing the new
world in the global government
As the title says, the Toronto Protocols [https://rightedition.com/2017/09/15/thetoronto-protocols/] is another document, this time leaked from secret freemasonry
meetings that took place in Montreal, Canada, in 1967 and 1985. The participants
were reported to be: „ those who run the 6 largest banks in the world, the 6 largest
energy consortia on the planet (including the oil part), and the 6 largest consortia of
agri-food (which includes the control of the main Food Roads of the World)”. The
followings are the 27 points of this document:
1 – To multiply tenfold the “Society of the Leisure activities” which we have been so
profitiable to date. By serving to us as the invention of “Video” that we financed, and
games which are connected with it, end up corrupting the morality of the youth. Let
us offer him the possibility of satisfying now all his instincts. A being possessed by his
senses and a slave of these, we know it, has neither ideal, nor internal strength to
defend whatever it is. He is a “Individualist” by nature, and represents a perfect
candidate whom we can model easily according to our desires and our priorities.
Moreover, remember yourselves with which ease our predecessors were able to direct
all the German youth at the beginning of the century by means of the disenchantment
of the latter!
2 – Encourage the “Student Contesting” for all the causes connected with the
“Ecology”. The compulsory protection of the latter will be a main advantage when
we shall have urged Nation States to exchange their “Internal Debt” for the loss of
33 % of all their territories been left to the wild state.
3 – Filling in the interior vacum of this youth by initiating him, from very young
sound age, to the universe of Computers. Using that for the educational system. A
slave in the service of another slave than we control.
4 – On another plan, establishing “International Free Trade” as being a priority
absolved for the economic survival of Nation States. This new economic conception
will help us to accelerate the decline of the “Nationalists” of all the Nations; to
isolate them in diverse factions, and at the deliberate moment, to set them wildly
some to the others in civil wars which will finish ruining these Nations.
5 – To assure us at all costs of the success of such an enterprise making sure that our
Agents already infiltrated in the Ministries of Intergovernmental Affairs and
Immigration of Nation States make indepth modifications to the Laws of these
Ministries. These modifications will essentially aim at opening the doors of the
western countries to a more and more massive immigration inside their borders
(immigrations which we shall moreover have provoked by having taking care of
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touching off, here and there, new local conflicts). By well orchestrated press
campaigns in the public opinion of Nation States targeted, we shall provoke among
them a significant refugees’ influx which will have the effect, to destabilize their
internal economy, and to make increase the racial tensions inside their territory. We
shall see to make so that groups of foreign extremists made part of these immigrants’
influxes; That will facilitate the destabilization.
6 – This “Free Trade” which, in reality, is not because it is already controlled by us
all at the top of the economic hierarchy, infiltrating it by the “Tri-Lateral
Commission”: [that of Asia, America and Europe]. It will bring us the discord inside
Nation States by the increase of the unemployment connected with the restructurings
of our Multinationals.
7 – Shifting slowly, but certainly, our multinationals acquired in new countries to the
idea of “the Market economy”, such as the Eastern European countries, in Russia
and in China for example. We do not care much, at the moment, if their population
represents or not a vast pool of new consumers. What interests us, is to have access,
first of all, to a “Workforce-Slave” (cheap and non-union) which these countries and
those of the Third World are offering us. Moreover, are not their governments set up
by us? Do they not rely on foreign aid, and in the loans from our “International
Monetary Fund” and our “World Bank”? These transfers offer several advantages
for us. They contribute to maintain these new populations in the illusion of a
“Economic Liberation”, a “Political Freedom” while in reality, we shall dominate
them by the appetite of the earnings and a debt which they can never settle. As for the
Western populations, they shall be maintained in the dream of [Economic Well
Being] because the products imported from these countries do not suffer any price
increase. By contrast, without them being aware at first, more and more industries
will be obliged to close their doors because of the transfers that we will have
conducted outside of the Western countries. These closures will increase
unemployment, and will bring major losses in revenue for the Nation States.
8 – So we shall set up a “Global Economy” at the world level which will escape
totally the control of Nation States. This new economy will be over everything; no
political or labor-union pressure can have power over it. It will dictate its own
“Global Politics”, and will force a political reorganization, but according to our
priorities at the world level.
9- By this ” Independent Economy ” having only Laws as our Laws, we shall
establish a “World Mass Culture”. By the international control of the Television,
Media, we shall establish a “New Culture”, but levelled, uniform for all, without any
future “Creation” avoiding us. The future artists will be in our image or will not
survive. Finished therefore the times when “Independent Cultural Creations ” put at
any time in danger our globalist projects, like that was so often the case in past.
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10- We will find it then possible to make use of the military forces of the Nation
Syates (such as those of the United States) in humanitarian goals. In reality, these
“Forces” will be used to submit our control to recalcitrant countries. Thus the Third
World countries, and others like them will not be able to escape our desire to use
their people as slave labor.
11 – To control the world market, we shall have to divert the productivity of its first
goal (free the man from the hardness of the work). We shall direct it to turn it against
the man by enslaving the latter in our economic system where he will have only the
choice to become our slave, and even a future criminal.
12 – All these transfers abroad of our Multinationals, and the world reorganization
of the economy will, among others, aim at making climb the unemployment in the
western countries. This situation will be all the more practicable because at first, we
shall have favoured the massive import of basic products inside the Nation States
and, at the same moment, we shall have overloaded these States by the exaggerated
employment of their population in the production of services which they cannot pay
any more. These extreme conditions will multiply by millions the masses of welfare
recipients of all kinds, of illiterates, of homeless persons.
13 – By the loss of millions of jobs in the primary sector, from covert evasions of
foreign capital out of the Nation States, thus we will find it possible to set in danger
of death the social harmony by the specter of civil war.
14 – These international manipulations of the governments and the populations of
Nation States will supply us the pretext to use our I.M.F to urge the western
governments to set up “Budgets of Austerity” under the lid of the imaginary
reduction of their “National Debt”; of the hypothetical preservation of their
“International Credit rating”; of the impossible conservation of the “Social Peace”.
15 – By these “Emergency Budgetary Measures”, we shall so break the financing of
Nation States for all their “Mega-Projects” which represent a direct threat to our
world control of the economy.
16 – Moreover all these austerity measures will allow us to break the national wills
of modern structures in the domains of the Energy, the Agriculture, the Transport and
the new Technologies.
17 – These same measures will offer us the ideal opportunity to establish our
“Ideology of Economic Competition”. This will be translated, with the Nation States,
by the voluntary reduction of salaries, voluntary departures with [Presentation of
Medals for Services rendered]; which will open to us doors to the establishment
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everywhere of our “Technology of Control”. In this perspective, all these departures
will be replaced by “Computers” in our service.
18 – These social transformations will help us to change in depth the “Police and
Military” workforce of the Nation States. Under the pretext of the necessities of the
moment, and without arousing of suspicions, we shall get rid once and for all, all the
individuals having a “Judeo-Christian Consciousness”. This “Restructuring of the
Police and Military Bodies” will allow us to dismiss without contesting, the old staff,
as well as all the elements not conveying our internationalist principles. These will
be replaced by young recruits devoid of “Consciousness and Morality”, and already
quite entrained, and favorable to the mindless use of our “Technology of Electronic
Networks”.
19 – In the same time, and always under the pretext of “Budgetary Cuts”, we shall
ensure the transfer of the military bases of the Nation States towards the United
Nations organization.
20 – In this perspective, we shall work on the reorganization of the “International
Mandate of the United Nations”. From “Peacekeeping Force” without decisionmaking power, we shall bring it to become a “Rapid Deployment Force” where will
be merged, in a unified whole, the armed forces of the Nation states. This will
eggectively permit us, without combat, the demilitarization of all these States in a
way that none of them, in the future, are not sufficiently powerful (independents) to
question our “World Power”.
21 – To accelerate this process of transfer, we shall imply the current force of the
United Nations in conflicts impossible to sort out. In this way, and by means of the
Media which we control, we shall show to the populations the impotence and the
uselessness of this “Force” in its current shape. The helping frustrations, and pushed
to its ckimax at the appropriate moment, will push the populations of Nation States to
beg the international authorities to form such a “Multinational Force” as soon as
possible to protect at all costs the “Peace”.
22 – The next appearance of this global willpower of a “Multinational Military
Force” will keep pace with the establishment inside the Nation States, a “MultiJurisdictional Task force”. This combination of the “Police and Military Staff”,
created straight from the pretext of the increase of the growing political and social
instability inside these States collapsing under the burden of the economic problems,
will allow us to control better the western populations. Here, the excessive use of the
identification and the electronic recording information on the individuals will supply
us a complete surveillance of all the intended populations.
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23 – This interior and exterior police and military reorganization of Nation States
will allow the convergence towards the obligation of the implementation of a
“Judicial World Center”. This “Center” will allow the various “Police Bodies of
Nation States” to have quick access to “Data Banks” on all the potentially
dangerous individuals for us on the planet. The image of a better judicial efficiency,
and the more and more narrow links created and maintained with the “Military”,
will help us to emphasize the necessity of a “International Court” doubled by a
“World Judicial System”; the one for the civil affairs and criminal individuals, and
the other one for the Nations.
24 – During the growth accepted by all of these new necessities, it will be imperiative
for us to complete as soon as possible the world control of firearms inside the
territories of Nation States. To do it, we shall accelerate the “ALPHA PLAN”
implemented during the 60’s by some of our predecessors. This “Plan” originally
aimed at two objectives which remained the same even today: by the intervention of
“Crazy Shooters”, create a climate of insecurity in the populations to bring to a
tighter control of firearms. Direct acts of violence so as to make it appear the
responsibility of religious extremists, or persons affiliated to religious allegiances of
“Traditional” tendency, or still, persons claiming to have priviledged
communications with God. Today, to accelerate the “Control of Firearms”, we can
use the “Fall of the Economic Conditions” of the Nation States which will entail with
it, a complete Social destabilization; thus increase of the violence. I do not need to
remind you, nor to demonstrate to you, Brothers, the foundations of this “Control” of
firearms. Without this one, it would become almost impossible for us to put on their
knees the populations of the targeted States. Remember yourselves with which
success our predecessors were able to control Germany of 1930 with the new
“Laws” applied in the time; laws moreover on which are based the current Laws of
Nation States for the same control.
25 – The last “Stages” relate in the “OMEGA PHASE” experimented from the
experiments made at the beginning of the 70’s. They contain the application, at the
world level, “Electro-Magnetic Weapons”. The “Changes of Climate” entailing the
destruction of the harvests; the bankruptcy in these conditions, farmlands; the
denaturation, by artificial means of foodstuffs of regular consumption; the poisoning
of the nature by an exaggerated and mindless exploitation, and the massive use of
chemicals in the agriculture. All this, Brothers, will lead to the ruin assured by the
food industries of Nation States. The future of the “Control of the Populations” of
these States passes necessarily by the absolute control, by us, of the food production
at the world level, and by the takeover of the main “Food Roads” of the planet. To do
it, it is necessary to use Electro-Magnetics, among others, to destabilize the climates
of the most productive States on the agricultural plan. As for the poisoning of the
nature, it will be accelerated all the more as the increase of the populations will push
it without restriction there.
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26 – The use of Electro-Magnetic cause “Earthquakes” in the most important
industrial areas of the Nation States will contribute to accelerate the “Economic
Fall” of the most threatening States for us; as well as to amplify the obligation of the
implementation of our New World Order.
27 – Who can suspect us? Who can suspect used means? Those who will dare to
raise themselves up against us by broadcasting of the information as for the existence
and for the contents of our “Plot”, will become suspicious in the eyes of the
authorities of their Nation and their population. Thanks to the disinformation, to the
lie, to the hypocrisy and to the individualism which we created within the peoples of
Nation States, the Man became an Enemy for the Man. So these “Independent
Individuals” who are of the most dangerous for us exactly because of their
“Freedom”, will be considered by their fellow men as being enemies and not
liberators. The slavery of the children, the plunder of the wealth of the Third World,
the unemployment, the propaganda for the liberation of the drug, the exhaustion of
the youth of the Nations, the ideology of the “Respect for the Personal freedom”
broadcasted within the Judeo-Christian Churches and inside the Nation States,
obscurantism considered as a basis for the pride, the inter-ethnic conflicts, and our
last realization: “Budgetary restrictions”; all this allows us finally to see the
ancestral fulfillment of our “Dream”: that of the institution of our “NEW WORLD
ORDER”].
Again everything is identical to what has been mentioned in the Illuminati letter, the
predictions of the World Economic Forum and the Supermemorandum. Rape and
drugs to be legalized and even imposed, dissolution of national states, United Nations
becoming the global government, immigration to carry on until the Europeans and
their „western values” are destroyed etc. Note the point 26 which connects to the
volcano picture of the Economist subliminal image. The earth is definitely about to
be hit with natural disasters.
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FEMA, the hidden communist government of United States

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - their secret power over US
[https://educate-yourself.org/cn/femaoverview06sep05.shtml]:
FEMA was created in a series of Executive Orders. A Presidential Executive Order,
whether Constitutional or not, becomes law simply by its publication in the Federal
Registry. Congress is by-passed. Executive Order Number 12148 created the Federal
Emergency Management Agency that is to interface with the Department of Defense
for civil defense planning and funding. An "emergency czar" was appointed. FEMA
has only spent about 6 percent of its budget on national emergencies, the bulk of their
funding has been used for the construction of secret underground facilities to assure
continuity of government in case of a major emergency, foreign or domestic.
Executive Order Number 12656 appointed the National Security Council as the
principal body that should consider emergency powers. This allows the government
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to increase domestic intelligence and surveillance of U.S. citizens and would restrict
the freedom of movement within the United States and grant the government the right
to isolate large groups of civilians. The National Guard could be federalized to seal
all borders and take control of U.S. air space and all ports of entry.
Here are just a few Executive Orders associated with FEMA that would suspend the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. These Executive Orders have been on record for
nearly 30 years and could be enacted by the stroke of a Presidential pen:
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 10990 allows the government to take over all modes of
transportation and control of highways and seaports.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 10995 allows the government to seize and control the
communication media.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 10997 allows the government to take over all electrical
power, gas, petroleum, fuels and minerals.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 10998 allows the government to seize all means of
transportation, including personal cars, trucks or vehicles of any kind and total
control over all highways, seaports, and waterways.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 10999 allows the government to take over all food resources
and farms.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11000 allows the government to mobilize civilians into work
brigades under government supervision.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11001 allows the government to take over all health,
education and welfare functions.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11002 designates the Postmaster General to operate a
national registration of all persons.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11003 allows the government to take over all airports and
aircraft, including commercial aircraft.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11004 allows the Housing and Finance Authority to relocate
communities, build new housing with public funds, designate areas to be abandoned,
and establish new locations for populations.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11005 allows the government to take over railroads, inland
waterways and public storage facilities.
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* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11051 specifies the responsibility of the Office of Emergency
Planning and gives authorization to put all Executive Orders into effect in times of
increased international tensions and economic or financial crisis.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11310 grants authority to the Department of Justice to
enforce the plans set out in Executive Orders, to institute industrial support, to
establish judicial and legislative liaison, to control all aliens, to operate penal and
correctional institutions, and to advise and assist the President.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11049 assigns emergency preparedness function to federal
departments and agencies, consolidating 21 operative Executive Orders issued over
a fifteen year period.
* EXECUTIVE ORDER 11921 allows the Federal Emergency Preparedness Agency
to develop plans to establish control over the mechanisms of production and
distribution, of energy sources, wages, salaries, credit and the flow of money in U.S.
financial institution in any undefined national emergency. It also provides that when
a state of emergency is declared by the President, Congress cannot review the action
for six months. The Federal Emergency Management Agency has broad powers in
every aspect of the nation.
FEMA - The hidden communist government of United States
[https://whistleblowerjeff.holyspiritwind.net/2019/05/fema-ordered-102000-boxcarswith-shackles-and-guillotines-why-are-modern-guillotines-on-military-basesthroughout-north-america-2/]:
FEMA ORDERED 102,000 BOXCARS WITH SHACKLES AND GUILLOTINES –
WHY ARE MODERN GUILLOTINES ON MILITARY BASES THROUGHOUT
NORTH AMERICA?
(...)
The use of guillotines for “governmental purposes” was lobbied for and passed in
the U.S. Congress:
– The information we received is that 15,000 are currently stored in Georgia and
15,000 in Montana.
– Are the beheadings by muslims today meant to desensitize us against U.S.
Government beheadings in the future?
Think about this; Why does the US government need 30,000 Guillotines and over 600
Million rounds of hollow point bullets?
There are over 800 prison camps in the United States. All fully operational and ready
to receive prisoners. They are all staffed and even surrounded by full-time guards.
But they are all empty.
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These camps are to be operated by FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
should Martial Law need to be implemented in the United States and all it would take
is a presidential signature on a proclamation and the attorney general’s signature on
a warrant to which a list of names is attached. Ask yourself if you really want to be
on THE list. -Full Article HERE
FEMA has three-layer boxcars for transporting shackled prisoners to the more than
800 empty and guarded concentration camps across the USA, with 20,000 new
prisoner boxcars and 40-foot railroad containers arriving in Oregon from China for
our forests for planned martial law in time for military exercises for martial law.
The FEMA lists
[https://amg-news.com/red-list-blue-list-yellow-list-black-list-are-you-on-femas-killlist]
Red List – Blue List – Yellow List – Black List
We are all on a Red or Blue list somewhere, those on the red list will be woken at
4am and taken to the camps and probably killed.
Red List – These people are the enemies of the NWO. They are the leaders of patriot
groups, outspoken ministers, outspoken talk show hosts, community leaders, and even
probably NETleaders. These people will be dragged out of their homes at 4:00 am
and will be taken to FEMA detention centers and killed. This will take place
approximately 2 weeks before martial law is enforced.
Blue List – These are also enemies of the NWO, but are followers of the Red List
folks. These people will be rounded up after martial law is in place, and will be taken
to the detention centers and ‘re-educated’. Various mind-control techniques will used
on them. Most will not survive this. Mr. Springmeier was not specific on exactly who
was on the Blue List, but I would guess that people such as you and I are on that list.
Yellow List – These are citizens who know nothing about the NWO and don’t want to
know. They are considered to be no threat at all and will be instructed as to how to
behave and will most likely do whatever they are told. Unfortunately there are too
many of these to be effectively controlled, so many will be killed or starved.
Black List – If anyone reading this is politically active and is an outspoken champion
of personal liberty, then it is probably safe to assume that you are already on some
sort of list, at least a “watch list”. You might also be on a cyber black list, targeting
you for disinformation/discrediting campaigns or perhaps for DDOS ping attack
hacking. (It is no coincidence that DDOS ping floods are more frequently directed at
politically outspoken blogs and web sites.)
Secret meeting in United States House Of Representatives in Washington, 2008,
[http://www.fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/government/new_world_order/news.php?
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q=1220578507] reveals the course of events in case of economic and civil
emergency:
The imminent collapse of the U.S. Economy to occur sometime in late 2008
The imminent collapse of the U.S. Government finances sometime in mid 2009
The possibility of Civil War inside the United States as a result of the collapse
The advance round-ups of "insurgent U.S. Citizens" likely to move against the
government
The detention of those rounded up at The REX 84 Camps constructed throughout the
United States
The possibility of public retaliation against members of Congress for the collapses
The location of safe facilities for members of Congress and their families to reside
during massive civil unrest
The necessary and unavoidable merger of The U.S. with Canada and Mexico
establishing The North American Union
The issuance of a new currency called the AMERO for all three nations as an
economic solution.
May I add, AMERO would most likely be a digital currency.
The economic collapse did not take place with the first wave of coronavirus but it
will manifest after the second or third wave of pandemics, although the first wave had
a great impact over the entire global economy. Regarding the civil war, we obviously
have BLM as the "insurgent U.S. Citizens" to riot against the government as part of
the communist revolution that in theory will manifest under the flag of progressivism,
globalism and multiculturalism.
The above is exactly what the communist regimes have done to the anti-communist
movements after they took over countries. The Bolsheviks have killed tens of
millions of Russians in the gulags, in China the communists have killed around 40
million Chinese people last century and so on. This is exactly what FEMA will do in
their concentration camps to those who will oppose and fight against New World
Order. Why would FEMA buy hundreds of thousands of disposable coffins
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3zSDdm-SHI] if not for storing dead people
there? This means that at least hundreds of thousand of people will die in US in the
close future. Let's not forget that FEMA concentration camps are just a Conspiracy
theory [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FEMA_camps_conspiracy_theory] in the eyes
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of Wikipedia and when Wikipedia labels something as a conspiracy theory then you
can be sure it's real. They did exactly the same with the Protocols of Zion, with
Holocaust denial and generally everything that exposes the enemy agenda.
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The Economist: symbolism predicting the next major events - Do they
know something?
The Economist is a newspaper partly owned by the Rothschild family
[http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=12241]. It has been stated by many that they show
symbolism or subliminal messages on their images predicting major events likely
happen before the world government will be fully implemented. Specifically in the
present case is about this image from 25th of June 2020:

[https://www.economist.com/leaders/2020/06/25/politicians-ignore-far-out-risksthey-need-to-up-their-game]
A Romanian youtuber [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXEzNSO79t0]
„decoded” the meaning of this picture and I will translate what he said, also I will add
some of my interpretations of the pictures.
Apparently he is not commenting this out of his imagination, he suggested that he has
inspired from other people as well. His first mention was about the clock, which
shows the hour 11:59. He says this means that we are very close to the
implementation of new world order, the idiom „at the eleventh hour” seems to
describe very well the last moments before the chaos is globally installed, also as
suggested by this image. Well he actually said that we are very close to the second
coming of Jesus but I will try to filter any religious nonsense and focus on the proper
events.
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Next is the first picture with the pig. He connects that picture to the pig virus that was
discovered in China and which might be turned into another global wave of
pandemic. He says police will be coming in the people's houses to take their pigs
because of risk of infection with this new swine flu that I have mentioned at the
beginning (he actually mentioned about the bubonic plague that emerged in China but
I think the connection here with the picture is the swine flu as I pointed above).
Therefore I believe that a global pig slaughter is definitely part of the agenda. This
was also indirectly suggested above by World Economic Forum when they said that
people will be eating less meat.
Nex picture is the one with the volcano. He says the oligarchs have HAARP
technology that allows them to control the weather. This is true and my opinion is the
volcano picture predicts a natural disaster that will hit humanity and this is also
mentioned in the bible but we will expand this a bit later. What needs to be known by
everybody is that humans can produce earthquakes
[https://web.archive.org/web/20010312004056/http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Sha
dowlands/6583/project140.html] and most likely the military own such technology.
Earthquakes are one of the causes of volcanic eruptions. From my point of view there
will be volcano eruptions in the future designed to move populations in white
countries as suggested by the World Economic Forum, that climate change will
displace around 1 billion people.
Next is the third picture with the Sun and a penguin on a piece of ice in the middle of
the ocean. This again relates to climate change and it might anticipate the melt of
icecaps and glaciers, a phenomenon constantly mentioned in the media. The Sun in
clear sky might be a symbol of desertification and food/water shortage, contributing
to the potential famine that the jews are preparing.
Next is an asteroid heading towards the earth. There are mentions in the bible about
„stars” falling from sky to earth but it must be meaning something else that a simple
asteroid. He says media and NASA will manipulate and scare people with comets and
asteroids hitting the earth.
Next is three wild ducks of whom two are flying and one is falling but is the only one
having a shadow. He says this signifies the „third part of humanity” that will die,
probably in WW3 / the messianic war, as written in the bible as well. I will speak
about this as well a bit later.
The next picture next to the birds most likely symbolize the next pandemics as they
show coronavirus on the bottom and other viruses above it. As seen with coronavirus,
a pandemic is a powerful way to forcefully impose control over the masses and the
jews will be using them to establish the global state.
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The next picture in white/black is a nuclear explosion which most likely symbolizes
WW3/the messianic war. There are also mentions in the bible about wars and
environmental destruction (caused by the use of nuclear weapons).
The last picture underneath shows solar explosions which the youtuber mentions to
be the potential cause of a global electricity cut. This subject will be expanded below.
Now what experts have been saying is that UV radiation is constantly increasing and
this has a negative impact on people's health, leading to lose of sight and skin cancer
from radiation. The enemy might use this as an excuse to impose further control and
ripping of human rights.
Last is the family sitting on the couch. He says it is a european family as shown by
the european type of electricity plug next to the couch. The parents and the cat
wearing gas masks is a symbol of a future war happening in Europe potentially
between Greece and Turkey with Russia (and the other BRIC countries) involving to
support Greece and EU/NATO involving on the other side against BRIC, basically it
would be a religious war between christianity and islam. The kid with helmet means
that he was recruited into the war and this is also shown by his anxious facial figure.
He says that the red and white symbol on the kid's shirt is a symbol of peace, which
probably means that the enemy will use propaganda to manipulate the masses that
WW3 will be carried in the name of peace. It seems that they keep trying to fire the
war somewhere. There are also conflicts in other areas in the world, between USA
and China, Ukraine and Russia, North and South Korea, USA and Iran, Middle East.
What is for sure is that the two alliances in this war will be on one side US with the
NATO countries and on the other side Russia, China, India (and maybe Brazil which
all form the BRIC alliance) and Iran. I heard the version that `WW3 will start when a
great western personality will be killed`. It seems that Iran issued an arrest warrant
[https://www.thedailybeast.com/iran-issues-warrant-donald-trumps-arrest-on-murderand-terrorism-charges] on Donald Trump for the assassination of Soleimani so you
never know. As happened in WW1, the pretext to start the war might be again a
murdered influential personality.
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Rockefeller Foundation Document from 2010 gives a precise insight of the
next pandemic
Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development (pdf)
[http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf] is a
document released by the Rockefeller Foundation in 2010 predicting the changes that
are about to take place in the future. Regarding the actual pandemic, one section
gives a highly accurate 10 years old account of the course of the events, which proves
once again that everything was executed according to a well defined plan/agenda, fact
proven by Event 201 as well. It also proves that the jewish elite that runs the planet is
behind this pandemic, as they knew exactly what was following to happen.
LOCK STEP
A world of tighter top-down government control and more authoritarian leadership,
with limited innovation and growing citizen pushback
In 2012, the pandemic that the world had been anticipating for years finally hit.
Unlike 2009’s H1N1, this new influenza strain — originating from wild geese — was
extremely virulent and deadly. Even the most pandemic-prepared nations were
quickly overwhelmed when the virus streaked around the world, infecting nearly 20
percent of the global population and killing 8 million in just seven months, the
majority of them healthy young adults. The pandemic also had a deadly effect on
economies: international
mobility of both people and goods screeched to a halt, debilitating industries like
tourism and breaking global supply chains. Even locally, normally bustling shops
and office buildings sat empty for months, devoid of both employees and customers.
The pandemic blanketed the planet — though disproportionate numbers died in
Africa,
Southeast Asia, and Central America, where the virus spread like wildfire in the
absence
of official containment protocols. But even in developed countries, containment was a
challenge. The United States’s initial policy of “strongly discouraging” citizens from
flying
proved deadly in its leniency, accelerating the spread of the virus not just within the
U.S. but across borders. However, a few countries did fare better — China in
particular. The Chinese government’s quick imposition and enforcement of
mandatory quarantine for all citizens, as well as its instant and near-hermetic
sealing off of all borders, saved millions of lives, stopping the spread of the virus far
earlier than in other countries and enabling a swifter post-pandemic recovery.
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China’s government was not the only one that took extreme measures to protect its
citizens from risk and exposure. During the pandemic, national leaders around the
world flexed their authority and imposed airtight rules and restrictions, from the
mandatory wearing of face masks to body-temperature checks at the entries to
communal spaces like train stations and supermarkets. Even after the pandemic
faded, this more authoritarian control and oversight of citizens and their activities
stuck and even intensified. In order to protect themselves from the spread of
increasingly global problems — from
pandemics and transnational terrorism to environmental crises and rising poverty —
leaders around the world took a firmer grip on power.
At first, the notion of a more controlled world gained wide acceptance and approval.
Citizens willingly gave up some of their sovereignty — and their privacy — to more
paternalistic states in exchange for greater safety and stability. Citizens were more
tolerant, and even eager, for top-down direction and oversight, and national leaders
had more latitude to impose order in the ways they saw fit. In developed countries,
this
heightened oversight took many forms: biometric IDs for all citizens, for example,
and tighter regulation of key industries whose stability was deemed vital to national
interests. In many developed countries, enforced cooperation with a suite of new
regulations and agreements slowly but steadily restored both order and, importantly,
economic growth.
(...)
By 2025, people seemed to be growing weary of so much top-down control and
letting leaders and authorities make choices for them. Wherever national interests
clashed with
individual interests, there was conflict. Sporadic pushback became increasingly
organized and coordinated, as disaffected youth and people who had seen their status
and opportunities slip away — largely in developing countries — incited civil unrest.
In 2026, protestors in Nigeria brought down the government, fed up with the
entrenched cronyism and corruption. Even those who liked the greater stability and
predictability of this world began to grow uncomfortable and constrained by so many
tight rules and by the strictness of national boundaries. The feeling lingered that
sooner or later, something would inevitably upset the neat order that the world’s
governments had worked so hard to establish.
Obviously the pandemic didn't take place in 2012 but I guess few people know that
there was actually a regional coronavirus outbreak in Middle East in 2012
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Middle_East_respiratory_syndrome_coronavirus
_outbreak], which killed around 400 people. For some reason they have probably
changed their mind and haven’t turned this coronavirus outbreak global. Remember
there are 3 pandemics expected to happen. As the time goes, propaganda will
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intensify and measures will become more and more aggressive. Keep in mind this
target of 8 million victims in 7 months. This apparently is expected to happen with
the third pandemic. This will be the moment when the present deniers will become
believers of the propaganda and everybody doubting the official narrative will face
repercussions for their disobedience. As I said above, by law they will deem every
single person as suspect of carrying the virus so any dissident, denier and opposer of
the official story will be arrested, separated from their family and „imprisoned” in
„quarantine centers” so to say, or maybe the concentration camps like the ones owned
by FEMA will be receiving inmates by the time. Notice how many people are already
agreeing to give up their rights and freedom in exchange for „prevention” of the new
„deadly” disease, which in reality is „deadly” only because is deemed so by the
brainwashing machine called mass-media. You can see all these manipulated
individuals on the socialization platforms, in the streets etc. All signs are pointing
right to the direction drawn by Rockefeller Foundation 10 years ago. There is a
general acceptance of wearing masks, which is an initial step towards enslavement, a
step by which is tested the mass reaction to a mandatory, albeit pointless and
unhealthy rule. Scientific research has brought to light that wearing masks on
prolonged periods of time has negative effects over the health
[https://jennifermargulis.net/wearing-mask-can-harm-your-health/]. However people
willingly jeopardize their own health in order to comply with a rule that is supposed
to stop the spread of a non-lethal and rather soft virus, but the paradox of this matter
is that masks have been deemed as inefficient in preventing the virus from entering
new hosts [https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/07/face-masks-cannot-stophealthy-people-getting-covid-19-says-who].
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The Venezuela Experiment – generating total chaos in a few days with a
major electricity cut
In March 2019 the entire state of Venezuela entered a power cut that lasted around
one week. Same youtuber [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERWgctlTHcY] from
above has commented the subject and I will write about what he said since I could
not find any information in English. In the video he played another videos with
venezuelans recording the streets and you will also see other images during the
anarchy and crisis. He labels what happened as a „social engineering experiment”
designed to test the mass reaction to a national electricity cut because this seems to be
prepared at a global scale in the future. Without electricity basically there is no tap
water because the pumps that are pumping and moving the water are working on
electricity, schools and hospitals were closed, the supermarkets and all other shops
were closed because tills/pay points and lights were working on electricity, cash
machines were not working so people's money were blocked in their bank accounts,
petrol stations were closed and they were using some pumps fueled with diesel that
were used by drivers to top up their cars with petrol since the normal electricity based
pumps were not working.

The above image with „Ice Master” is an ice factory where people were gathering to
buy ice. Because the refrigerators were not working anymore, people were buying
bags of ice to keep their food at cool temperatures inside their refrigerators. In the
image there seems to be a queue of cars where people are probably waiting to buy
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ice. The youtuber says speculators were selling a bag of ice for $5 and they were
accepting both dollars and the native currency, bolivar, which was and is still
extremely inflated as the country was already going through a strong economic crisis.
Now in 2020, 1 dollar (USD) worth around 226.000 bolivars (VES). There are
images with somebody in a supermarket working on electricity generators (working
probably on petrol/diesel or batteries) and the youtuber mentioned about how
expensive the products were because of inflation. He was saying that in Venezuela the
bolivar was weighed when paying and not counted.
People were not working basically anywhere because of the lack of electricity. In
hospitals people have been dying because they could not receive dialysis anymore
and also babies were dying in incubators, he was also mentioning about doctors
manually ventilating babies for extra oxygen. People were gathering at the closed
doors of the hospitals probably concerned about the health of their family members.
Politicians at the time were blaming the lack of infrastructure and the rival
parties/politicians for this national tragedy, which is obviously typical political
manipulation. The civil anger was constantly increasing and people started to break
into closed shops, to fire objects and take over entire streets. He says people were
collecting contaminated water from a river in Caracas since there war no tap water
and that over 100 people died because of this crisis. Some shops were working with
cash money without electricity and they were having electricity generators probably
petrol/diesel based and for dollars people could charge their mobiles, but obviously at
the time most people did not have any money. When the darkness sets, gangs and
other people start breaking into buildings to steal food or money. He mentions about a
tourist who was visiting Venezuela and four armed persons heard that he is foreigner
visiting the country so they followed him to his motel to kill him and take his dollars.
They haven't found him because the security did not know where's his room.
He says that a national electricity cut by accident was impossible because Venezuela
has 20 extremely powerful electricity sources, which is normal for one of the most
richest countries in petrol in the world. He says the oligarchs have deliberately
organised this national power cut to take notes of the human behavior and reaction.
Keep in mind all this was happening while Venezuela was going through a
devastating economic crisis with inflation and shortage of basic aliments and
medicine. In order to fight against the economic collapse, the socialist president
Nicolas Maduro has reinforced the venezuelan cryptocurrency „Petro” which was
advocated as the best way to attain monetary sovereignty and to fight the economic
crisis. The cryptocurrency was to be based in Venezuela's natural resources like
petrol, natural gases, gold and diamonds so basically Venezuela was about to sell it's
natural resources in exchange for Petros which were to be used as an amount of
money to invest into and fix the economy. In the end it proved to be a failure.
[https://bitcoinist.com/venezuela-petro-cryptocurrency-scam-merchants/]
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This is exactly what they prepare for the entire world. First they will use those 3
pandemics to ruin the world economy, then governments will print fiat currencies
(dollars, euros, british pounds etc) in desperation to fix the economy, the inflation
will increase to the point where people, already poor and unemployed, will barely
afford to live anymore. And after this, what will happen is exactly what happened in
Venezuela: gangs breaking into houses and to kill people for food and money,
shortage of food and medicine, a potential global power cut expected to take place in
this period. All this will lead to martial law being imposed all over the world in order
to keep the population from hunting down the oligarchs and politicians responsible
for this. After this they will start replacing cash money with digital currencies, push
mandatory vaccination and microchipping and there would in theory be global chaos
and anarchy.
There was and will be a constant lobby for cash money to be completely abolished.
We all knew this was part of the jewish agenda but now we know exactly who are the
villains, according to the Lew Rockwell Website
[https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/05/no_author/bill-gates-and-his-war-againstcash-are-a-threat-to-our-liberty-economist-warns/]:
A consortium of powerful interests that include Visa and Mastercard, the
International Monetary Fund, billionaire Bill Gates and the US Treasury have
been slowly lobbying for cash to be abolished worldwide and replaced with digital
only currencies.
Norbert Haering holds a PhD in economics and is co-founder and co-director of the
World Economics Association, the second largest association of economists
worldwide. Dr Häring is a financial journalist, blogger and author of popular books
on economics.
His two most recent books covered the campaign to abolish cash. The latest
“Schönes neues Geld” (Brave new money) published in German in 2018 just came
out in Chinese (...)
Furthermore, Microsoft [https://nationalfile.com/microsoft-owns-patent-oncryptocurrency-system-using-body-activity-data/] owns a technology that allows
cryptocurrency mining using human body and brain activity data:
“”Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be used in a
mining process of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task to a device of
a user which is communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor communicatively
coupled to or comprised in the device of the user may sense body activity of the user.
Body activity data may be generated based on the sensed body activity of the user.
The cryptocurrency system communicatively coupled to the device of the user may
verify if the body activity data satisfies one or more conditions set by the
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cryptocurrency system, and award cryptocurrency to the user whose body activity
data is verified,” according to the patent.”
The „device of the user” is probably a microchip that is connected to the remote
server and collects and transfer body and brain information to assess if the given task
has been done. Apparently, after this, the system transfer cryptocurrency in the
account of the given person, so this is one proved example of how the cashless
society of the future will look like. People will be paid with cryptocurrency for their
work and then they will use the microchip to pay with this cryptocurrency for
everything they will buy in supermarkets or online. It makes it extremely easier for
the state to have full control over the population, again being able to turn off the
account or microchip of anybody they don’t like. We see Bill Gates
[https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/bill-gates-is-building-his-own-smart-city-inarizona/510729/] involved in shaping this dystopian reality:
„Bill Gates is building his own smart city in Arizona
Bill Gates' investment group Belmont Partners has spent $80 million on a 24,800acre plot of land outside of Phoenix with the goal of turning it into a smart city,
according to KPNX-TV and others.
Belmont Partners released a statement explaining the community will have a
communication and infrastructure spine that embraces cutting-edge technology,
designed around high-speed digital networks, data centers, new manufacturing
technologies and distribution models, autonomous vehicles and autonomous logistics
hubs.”
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Genocide, natural disasters, microchipping, famine, global war: All steps
are in the bible!
Most here on the forums know already that the bible is the blueprint of the jewish
domination over the planet and christianity is the religion used to spiritually and
mentally enslave humanity. This is a multi-millennial old agenda, as shown by the
ancient jewish Talmud, a book where they claim their supremacy over the planet. If
someone is not aware of the above, just pay a visit to Exposing Christianity.
[https://www.satanslibrary.org/ExposingChristianity/EXPOSING_CHRISTIANITY_
MAIN.html]
The following verses are extracted from the Revelation book and they pretty much
describe what has been stated above.
2:26
”And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give
power over the nations”
This is obviously the jewish „messiah” that will be the ruler of the world government.
The christians call this leader „the Antichrist” but obviously most of them are slaves
and totally clueless about their own beliefs and they always try to interpret events in a
way that fits their own religious views.
4:1
And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and there was a
rainbow round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald.
I only wanted to mention here about the rainbow which is used multiple times in the
Revelation book. The rainbow is the symbol of LGBT and since LGBT will be
pushed and promoted in the new world order, there will be rainbows all over the
place everywhere in the world. I even heard about street crossings to be painted into
the LGBT rainbow colors. There might be a subliminal connection with this biblical
rainbow.
6:8
And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and
Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the
earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the
earth.
I think it means that 1/4 of the world population will die as a result of famine, war
(sword) and pestilence/epidemics which is not mentioned in this translation. All this
as you can see is slowly taking place already.
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7:2-3
And I saw another angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God:
and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given to hurt the
earth and the sea,
3 Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the
servants of our God in their foreheads.
The „seal” is the microchip. The angel ascending from east might mean that the
microchip will be developed in China and then exported all over the world. It seems
from these verses that 144.000 jews will be the first to receive microchips.
8:5
And the angel took the censer, and filled it with fire of the altar, and cast it into the
earth: and there were voices, and thunderings, and lightnings, and an earthquake.
The earthquake mentioned in the Toronto Protocols, also other natural disasters. The
„fire of the altar” might represent an allien spaceship that will be manifesting these
thunderings, lightnings and the earthquake.
9:4
And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither
any green thing, neither any tree; but only those men which have not the seal of God
in their foreheads.
The ones who will oppose and refuse the microchip will be punished in a way or
another. It further says that „And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not
find it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them”. I heard in the
communist camps the torturers were taking measures to ensure that the tortured
inmates will not commit suicide. So these verses definitely signify that people
refusing the microchip will be arrested by „horses prepared unto battle” as the verse
goes, which are the police/military forces, and transported to the concentration camps
like the FEMA ones mentioned above and tormented while ensuring that they won't
commit suicide as stated in the bible.
9:15-16
And the four angels were loosed, which were prepared for an hour, and a day, and a
month, and a year, for to slay the third part of men.
And the number of the army of the horsemen were two hundred thousand thousand:
and I heard the number of them.
It says 200 million soldiers were prepared for the exact moment when they will be
released for war and they will kill 1/3 of the population. The 14th verse says they
were bonded on the Euphrates river which means that WW3/the messianic war might
start in Middle East. I heard the version that these 200 million soldiers represents
actually the Chinese army invading Middle East with tanks, described in the bible as
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„horses with the heads of lions, and out of their mouths issued fire and smoke and
brimstone”.
11: 13, 19
13. And the same hour was there a great earthquake, and the tenth part of the city
fell, and in the earthquake were slain of men seven thousand: and the remnant were
affrighted, and gave glory to the God of heaven.
19. And the temple of God was opened in heaven, and there was seen in his temple
the ark of his testament: and there were lightnings, and voices, and thunderings, and
an earthquake, and great hail.
Again natural disasters. The „temple of God” opening in the heaven seems like an
alien spaceship that will cause these anomalies on earth.
12: 7, 9
7. And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon;
and the dragon fought and his angels,
9. And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan,
which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were
cast out with him.
Most likely this means that there will be war between the Gods and the reptilians and
greys. In the bible they say the reptilians will win the war. It has been mentioned here
before that the Gods will intervene in case of events that will be far out of our hands.
13:16-17
16. And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive
a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads
17. And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of his name.
Every single person to be microchipped. We have already seen ID2020 and Neuralink
of Bill Gates and Elon Musk developing microchips able to store human identities,
medical record and so on. Then nobody will be able to buy or sell without
microchips, which means that besides personal identity, they will contain the
credit/financial information of everybody and this will allow the government to turn
off from the main computer the ability to pay with the microchip in case someone is
disobedient against the system.
16.18
And there were voices, and thunders, and lightnings; and there was a great
earthquake, such as was not since men were upon the earth, so mighty an
earthquake, and so great.
The biggest earthquake ever seen by humanity will apparently be engineered as part
of the transition to the global government.
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21.1-2
1.And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth
were passed away; and there was no more sea.
2 And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
The „new Jerusalem” is the global government implemented.
I recall a message posted on in January.
So expect the worst. Prepare yourself for the biggest crisis that humanity ever seen.
Just think about what crisis will be strong enough to kill 85-90% of the world
population. There will be everything from starvation, thirst to diseases, epidemics,
people killing each other for a piece of bread, no food in the stores, no petrol
available etc. This would happen if the jews will be unstoppable in their plans, which
is why we have to spam the Final RTR more than ever.
Do not expect the top jews to get hit by this, they will hide themselves in underground
bunkers in Switzerland, USA, Russia and wherever they have. If you google it, you
will see how many bunkers have been built in these areas. If I remember right, only in
Switzerland there are bunkers that can store up to 20.000 people. Why Switzerland?
Because it is a economic paradise of the jews and in case of war, Switzerland was
always neutral, being therefore a safe place for the jews to hide.
144.000 jews would rule the "earthly heaven" which is the world government.
According to the talmud, every jew will have 2800 slaves, which adds up to about
403 million people, the rest of the humanity would be simply eradicated.
So in case of such crisis, in the worst case, prepare yourself to survive without tap
water, electricity, gas, petrol and alimentary shops. Buy yourself blankets, duvets,
sheets thick clothes and pillows to keep you warm in the night. Buy yourself sponges,
shower gel, wet tissues and towels to clean yourself in the case you won't have
shower water. I would rather recommend shower gel instead of soap because the
shower gel is creamy and the soap is dry and can be used only in contact with water,
which is I wouldn't really reccomend in a situation where you have to keep all the
water possible for drinking.
IF you can afford photovoltaic solar panels, it might be extremely helpful in
providing you with free energy from the Sun. This will allow you to cook food on an
electrical cocker and warm up your house with electrical heaters/radiators. If you
have these solar panels, you can get yourself foods like rice, pasta and green beans
which you can boil and they can resist for very long times if kept in proper
conditions. In this case you need to allocate water separately for boiling food.
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But if you can't buy solar panels, then you can only get can food which you can eat
straight away without having to cook it. Two meals per day for one person might be
enough in case of crisis, to avoid starvation. What we cannot estimate is how long
would such crisis be. Get yourself food, water and healthcare supply for at least one
year. One 2 liters water bottle for one person should be enough in one day.
Depending on how many members have your family, buy water to be more than
enough for one year.
Buy yourself toilet rolls and adult diapers for toilet needs since there is a possibility
that toilet water won't be provided anymore. As I said expect the worst.
Buy yourself hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and distilled water because they'll be
extremely important in keeping you healthy. If you do this, is extremely important to
read "The One Minute Cure" by Madison Cavanugh because there are instructions
on how to safely use H2O2 for health purposes.
DO NOT keep your savings/economies in your bank accounts. In a case of a mass
electricity cut and inflation, the numbers that you have in your bank account will be
equal to zero. Save your money in paper, coins and especially gold if possible
because gold might become the main trade coin in case of inflation. This will be
important if stores will be still opened to sell food, water and other stuff, but as I said
above, if a crisis of such magnitude will come, people will kill each other for a piece
of bread, which is only telling me that there are big chances that you won't find any
open shops/supermarkets to sell food or water, but in any case it might help to save
money in everything but just don't keep all of them in your bank accounts because in
case of economic collapse, the banks will fall first because all the transactions are
done via bank transfers. Also an electricity cut will be enough to cut you off from
your bank account "money".
Also buy yourself lanterns and batteries in case you'll need light in the night, of even
candles with lighters can do. One year is just a number, if you can afford to save up
for longer time, do it now as the prices are still low compared to what will be in the
future.
Unfortunately everything seems to start taking shape. The biggest question is how
will humanity overcome these hard times without getting enslaved? We have done it
once with the Renaissance that ended the christian tyranny and somehow we have to
do it again.
Hail Satan and all the ancient Gods of humanity!
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